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October 31, 2019

Dear County Executive Curran, Presiding Officer Nicolello, Minority Leader 
Abrahams, and members of the Nassau County Legislature:
 
We are pleased to provide you with our third quarterly update detailing the 
steps we have taken to move the Nassau Hub development forward. In the 
past three months, we have made significant progress towards realizing our 
vision for the Hub as a new model of suburban living, working and recreation. 
 
This quarter, we completed a pre-development economic impact analysis 
that confirmed that the project has the potential to spark tremendous local 
economic growth, delivering thousands of jobs for Nassau County and billions 
of dollars in new economic activity.

We have also finalized, and will soon submit, our updated grant application 
to the Empire State Development Corporation (ESDC) for $85 million in State 
funding that will help us deliver the ‘Highline of Long Island’, a dynamic public 
park and a state-of-the-art parking garage that will be an attraction for local 
businesses, residents and visitors alike.
 
Our conceptual master plan for the project is nearly complete, which we look 
forward to sharing with the Town of Hempstead for its review in the coming 
weeks. We took strides this quarter in building out our team—hiring leading 
engineers, landscape architects, mobility experts and market consultants to 
ensure that our plan for the Hub matches the scale of our vision.
 
Finally, we have continued to plan our development efforts in collaboration 
with the local community, with which RXR and Onexim both have close ties. 
County Executive Curran’s Community Benefits Advisory Committee held its 
second meeting this quarter, which continued to yield productive discussions 
on how the Hub can best serve county residents.
 
Thank you again for your support as we work to plan a development that will 
bring diverse benefits to Nassau County for decades to come.

Sincerely,
Scott Rechler, Chairman and CEO of RXR Realty
Maureen Hanlon, President of Onexim Sports and Entertainment
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Nassau Hub  
Quarter 3 
Development Report 
Overview
Below is a summary of the actions that RXR and the development team 
have taken to advance the Nassau Hub development:
 

• Completed a preliminary comprehensive fiscal and economic  
impact analysis; 

• Finalized the grant application to the ESDC with the County  
for $85 million in funding for the project; 

• Advanced our conceptual master plan, which we will submit to  
the Town of Hempstead for its review in the coming weeks; 

• Expanded the Hub development team, selecting renowned firms to 
implement cutting-edge design across every aspect of the project;

• And continued to engage community stakeholders, convening the 
second Community Benefits Advisory Committee and two rounds  
of working-group meetings.

 
Our progress is detailed below under the following sections: 

1 Job Creation and Economic Impact 

2 Securing ESDC Grant Funding

3 Master Planning Efforts

4 Continued Community Outreach
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1 Job Creation and 
Economic Impact
This quarter, we completed a pre-development fiscal and economic  
impact analysis that included estimates for the economic benefits and 
number of jobs that would accrue to Nassau County and New York State 
during construction and at build-out.

The analysis confirmed our expectations that substantial immediate 
workforce benefits will come to Nassau County and New York State  
as a whole, with approximately 2,600 new jobs in Nassau County and  
2,800 in New York State during the initial project construction phase alone.  
This number is an initial estimate, and will be continually updated as the 
project progresses.

According to the analysis, the Hub also has the potential to generate:

• Approximately 5,500 jobs in the State of New York from construction, 
(5,100 in Nassau County);

• Approximately 10,000 permanent jobs from ongoing operations  
at full build out at the state level (6,700 in Nassau County);

• Over $2.5 billion in new cumulative economic activity during 
construction and $1.3 billion in annual economic activity when  
the project is fully operational. 
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 2 Securing ESDC 
County Grant Funding
New York State has made two large forward-thinking investments in the 
Nassau Hub totaling $125 million, including the $85 million grant included  
in the 2016-2017 budget for the construction of state-of-the-art 
infrastructure for the project.

One of our primary objectives during the third quarter of 2019 has been  
to finalize the necessary materials and analysis required for our application 
to the ESDC to secure these critical funds. The $85 million grant will deliver 
the capital we need to create thousands of parking spaces in three parking 
structures which will support Northwell Health’s Innovation Center, as well 
as other project uses.

The economic analysis projects that the construction of these garages 
alone can generate approximately 440 direct jobs in Nassau County and 
720 jobs at the state level.

The ESDC-funded garages will not just support the parking needs of this 
live-work-play community, but incorporate innovative design elements that 
will make them attractions in their own right, adding to the site’s appeal as 
a destination for both local residents and tourists. 
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perspective, but implement an effective farming 
distribution model and facilitate relationships  
with chefs and caterers throughout the city and  
Long Island so the Hub’s food is not only well- 
grown but bought and consumed by local  
vendors and residents. 

We plan to create a rooftop farm on one of the 
garages, connected by walkways adorned with plants 
native to the region, with places to sit, relax and talk 
with friends or read a book, along with a curated 
selection of local food and retail vendors. We are 
using Manhattan’s ‘High Line’ park as an example  
of what might be possible for this space—a dynamic 
modern pedestrian green space that attracts diverse 
people not just to visit, but to live and work nearby.

To help us realize this vision, we have engaged 
Brooklyn Grange, the world’s leading soil-based 
rooftop farming company, as our program consultant. 
They will be instrumental in ensuring we deliver 
a high level of sustainable operations, leverage 
innovative greenhouse technology, and create spaces 
that reflect a lively diversity of local plant life. 

We envision a farm that is much more than a 
cosmetic attraction, however. Brooklyn Grange 
will not only provide expertise from an operational 

For Illustrative Purposes Only
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 3 Conceptual  
Master Plan
Over the past three months we have been hard at work completing our 
conceptual master plan for the Hub, which we will submit to the Town of 
Hempstead in the coming weeks. 

As we outlined in our previous quarterly reports to the County, the 
development team’s intention is to create a fully-integrated campus 
reflecting innovation throughout every aspect of its design. From our 
initial proposal, we have envisioned the Hub as a model for suburban 
development and design in the 21st century. Our goal is a first-of-its-
kind suburban downtown center designed to attract new and diverse 
populations back into the suburbs;  foster connectivity, collaboration and 
industrial and scientific innovation; and built to withstand a changing 
climate. 

Led by CallisonRTKL, the master planning team has developed framework 
plans and design guidelines that outline land use, urban design, open space 
and mobility strategies. 

This quarter we have taken more concrete steps toward building the team 
and laying the groundwork to make that vision a reality.
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Mobility

We are designing a mobility system for the Hub  
that will minimize traffic, prioritize pedestrians,  
and integrate new transportation solutions to 
enhance travel within and around the site.

Drawing on our careful study of best practices 
in suburban mixed-use developments around 
the country, our goal is to create a walkable 
environment that is well-connected to the 
surrounding community by micro-transit options  
so visitors and residents can enjoy the Hub  
without a private car.

Leading traffic and transportation planning and 
engineering firm Sam Schwartz Engineering 
(“Gridlock Sam”) has signed on to assist the 
development team with transportation demand 
management services. Their expertise will help 
us ensure mobility infrastructure at the Hub not 
only incorporates innovative transit solutions, 

but is ‘future-proofed’, built in a way to make 
accommodating new technologies a seamless 
experience.

This quarter, our team completed thorough studies 
of visitor volumes for both event and non-event days 
to ensure the Hub is built to address parking needs 
appropriately and encourage the efficient flow of 
traffic in a variety of circumstances.

The Schwartz team will focus on event day and non-
event day parking and site plans and address overall 
site operations. They will also develop strategies to 
allow users seamless travel to and around the site 
without depending on personal vehicles. 

In addition, we have engaged major ridesharing 
companies to discuss how we can solve first-  
and last-mile challenges by leveraging innovative 
micro-transit solutions into our final mobility plan.

A: STREET TREES

B: EXTENDED TREE PITS

C: RAISED BIKE LANE BUFFER

D: RAISED PLANTED MEDIAN

For Illustrative Purposes Only
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Landscape Architecture 

Climate change is no longer just on its way— it’s 
already here on Long Island, with rising temperatures 
and shifting snow and rainfall patterns. By 2050, it 
is predicted that Long Island will lose approximately 
20,000 acres of land along the coast, displacing 
approximately 280,000 residents as well as services 
like hospitals and energy plants, according to the 
Regional Plan Association.

We have an opportunity with our development of 
the Hub to create a national model for sustainable 
architecture and landscape design that prepares 
for a changing future. We are not thinking of this as 
a singular and siloed effort; preparedness must be 
woven into every aspect of our design, throughout our 
commercial, residential and retail architecture  
to rise to the challenges ahead of us. 

After meeting with a number of premier landscape 
design architects, we selected world-renowned 
Martha Schwartz Partners (MSP) to develop our 
landscape master plan and outline building- and 
area-specific opportunities for green spaces and 
resiliency features.

MSP’s approach to design is to create a series 
of interlocking social ecosystems, that both 
create a sense of place and help prepare for the 
future. Concepts for the Hub’s plazas, parks and 
streetscapes includes extensive, diverse site-wide 
planting to make the community more comfortable 

and inviting, connective bike-friendly pathways, 
and the seamless integration of art installations and 
sculptural landmarks. 

Resiliency features could include bioswales and 
rainwater collection systems, alternative power and 
fuel systems, natural ventilation systems and future 
use of solar power, among much else.

But it’s not just about making the site more  
beautiful and ready for climate change; it’s also 
about identifying the ways that the site can actually 
reduce our environmental impact. MSP is pioneering 
the development of a carbon calculator that can be 
used as a tool to measure the quantity of carbon 
that nearby trees can sequester and in what time 
frame. By using smart tools to measure and engage 
the landscape as a climate-positive ally, the Nassau 
Hub site will be a testing ground for climate change 
mitigation.

The firm’s award-winning portfolio includes Grand 
Canal Square in Dublin, Place de la Republique in 
Paris and Mesa Arts Center in Arizona. 

As we mentioned above, we have also engaged the 
pioneering rooftop farm operations firm Brooklyn 
Grange to help implement our creative plan for 
transforming the Hub’s parking garage into a rooftop 
farm that advances the “farm-to-table” movement, 
supports local restaurants and provides opportunities 
for social interaction and education.

For Illustrative Purposes Only
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Energy and 5G 

Since our earliest days of conceptualizing our plans 
for the Hub, we have always had a fast commitment 
to seamlessly integrating efficient connectivity and 
renewable energy infrastructure across the campus.

Connectivity will be paramount at the Hub. We 
envision a truly innovative environment that can 
act as a testing ground for some of our era’s most 
exciting technologies— a safe space to bring 
autonomous vehicle technology to its full potential, 
for example, communicating seamlessly with other 
cars while in motion; a community where street grids 
are connected, providing real-time data on resources 
like the fullness of trash cans and the usage of street 
lights to allow for more efficient waste removal and 
reduced energy consumption.

For these new technologies to be widely deployed, 
mobile networks will need to deliver complex and 
wide-ranging network management capabilities that 
exceed anything done on this scale before. 

This quarter, we began meeting with leading firms 
in the 5G connective space to discuss the design, 
installation and maintenance of a cutting-edge 
network at the Hub. Through a combination of 
technologies, 5G is capable of delivering data rates 
as high as 1 gigabit per second. That’s 20 times faster 
than current networks and comparable to the speeds 
you get from a wired connection like cable or fiber 
optic internet service. We are also engaged in talks 
with experts about a virtual data platform that will 
facilitate our creation of a digital neighborhood.

In September, we selected AKF Group, an 
international leader in providing engineering  
services to help us ensure that the energy grid we 
create at the Hub will be environmentally sound 
— minimizing site-wide building energy use and 
decreasing the project’s carbon footprint and  
reliance on traditional utilities.

 AKF brings an innovative approach to design and 
architecture for its clients across the US and around 
the world that is well aligned with our vision for 
this project. Its prior experience includes creating 
the energy master plans for Cornell Tech, the 
Rutgers University College Avenue Precinct and the 
KearnyPoint development project in Kearny, NJ. The 

firm has also served as the principal energy services 
provider for Industry City in Brooklyn and continues 
to work with PANYNJ on the World Trade Center site, 
a collaboration that has lasted for more than 15 years.

Market research, planning and design 

If we hope to attract diverse populations to live, 
visit and work at the site,  our retail offerings must 
go much further than the traditional suburban 
model. Tailoring a dynamic retail program that offers 
Hub visitors unique, compelling experiences is a 
cornerstone of our vision for the site as a major 
regional destination. 

Premier retail consulting firm Streetsense and 
its Managing Director Larisa Ortiz have joined the 
development team to conduct comprehensive  
market analysis, research of the surrounding 
community, and outline a preliminary, site-wide 
merchandising strategy.

Streetsense’s expertise will be invaluable in helping us 
craft a compelling marketing narrative and materials 
for the project. The company is an experience-
focused strategy and design collective that creates 
brands people love and places people love to be. 
Powered by in-depth insights and an interdisciplinary 
approach, the teams at Streetsense are experts at 
creating, transforming, and driving consumer demand 
to brands and places

As our marketing and leasing efforts ramp up, 
Streetsense will ensure we identify vendors for the 
Hub that effectively address supply and demand. 
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 4 Continued Community 
Engagement
Nassau County Executive Curran and the Nassau County Legislature 
formed the Community Benefits Advisory Committee (CBAC) last fall to 
help advise on the best use of the Community Benefits funds. The group 
held its second meeting in July, and continued its progress toward its goal 
of identifying opportunities and goals for how the Hub can most effectively 
deliver benefits to local communities during a third meeting in October. 

The working groups, whose discussions will inform the CBAC’s ultimate 
recommendations to the development team, also had several meetings 
this quarter, one in September and another in October. Their meetings, led 
and guided by co-chairs from the CBAC and attended by representatives 
of both RXR and Onexim, have been an important part of this process, 
informing the approach and ensuring that community feedback is taken 
into consideration as plans for the site are formed. 

Trends have emerged in these meetings, from creating opportunities 
for Long Island’s young people to the importance of sustainability 
programs and local job creation. The working groups will meet again in 
both November and December as they further refine the opportunities 
that they will present to the CBAC for consideration before their ultimate 
presentation to the development team. 
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We are excited to report robust participation and 
informative and productive conversations at each 
of these meetings, and the team looks forward to 
receiving the final list of identified opportunities  
early next year.

The development team continues to sit down with 
organizations across Nassau and all of Long Island 
to solicit feedback, inform our plans, and to identify 
and address some expected challenges. Many of 
these meetings have been spurred and informed 
by the takeaways coming out of the working group 
meetings, with the hope that the development team 
can gain a greater understanding of identified issues 
and help support the CBAC.

For example, one of the challenges that our workforce 
development working group identified as a hurdle  
to meaningful employment was lack of adequate  
child care – a regional, if not national problem. 
The development team set up meetings and 
created a continuing dialogue with local child care 
organizations to examine the issue locally. 

The development team has also met with local 
economic development advocates and businesses 

as part of its broader effort to gain a deeper 
understanding of Long Island’s existing workforce 
development landscape. These conversations 
are ongoing, as local job creation is a top priority 
for the project. Conversations with local colleges 
and universities, including Hofstra and Nassau 
Community College, are ongoing – as we work to 
strengthen the workforce pipeline for local college 
students and graduates. 

Another clear priority for the project is to be a 
champion for Long Island – spurring tourism and 
promoting local products. This quarter, we have 
continued meetings with groups like Discover Long 
Island and the Long Island Wine Council to further 
refine our efforts to spur the island to ever-greater 
economic heights. 

Dialogue with our local community partners, 
chambers, civic associations and elected leaders  
has been open and ongoing.

Our community engagement efforts will continue 
in the fourth quarter of 2019 as we forge new 
relationships and strengthen existing ones.
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 5  Conclusion
Looking ahead to the last quarter of 2019, we expect to reach significant 
development milestones, including finalizing our conceptual master plan  
for the Hub. Our agenda for the fourth quarter includes: 

• Submitting our final conceptual master plan to the County  
for its review and approval;

• Securing our grant from ESDC for critical project funding;

• Working with our development and consulting partners to  
continue refining a program that maximizes opportunities  
for innovation at the Hub;

• Holding final meetings of the CBAC and accompanying working  
groups to arrive at recommendations on how best to develop in  
concert with stated community needs;

We will provide the County with a fresh quarterly update at the start  
of 2020 with more information on all of the above. We look forward  
to keeping you apprised of our progress. 

Thank you again for your support and leadership as we bring the  
Hub closer to fruition.
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